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USD Senate debates language requirement
The University Senate will
soon adopt a proposed
revision of the language
requirement, a Senate member
says.
Paul Horton, professor of
Law, said after the Senate's
March 8 meeting, he expects
there will be an "overwhelming
approval" of a motion by the
College of Arts and Sciences
faculty to increase the
requirement from a two
semester, eight unit com
petency to one of three
semesters of three units each.
He said the Senate probably
will approve also the diversi
fied liberal arts major
requiring a two, rather than
three, semester competency, as
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the School of Education
suggested.
The major is offered by the
College of Arts and Sciences,
but is normally chosen only by
education majors.
The School had also
proposed that, as an amend
ment to the College's motion,
the general education language
requirement exclude the
schools of business and
nursing and the diversified
major. The latter would still
retain its own language
requirement of three or four
units. However, the Senate, as
the meeting was drawing to a
close, opposed this amend
ment 12 to 9 with three
abstentions.
When it failed, Robert E.

Nelson, acting Director of
Special Education, quickly
proposed the two semester
competency requirement. The
motion carried 8 to 3 with 5
abstentions, but the Senate
was by this time — 1:24 p.m.
— one short of its quorum.
Donald B. Peterson, acting
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, had urged that the
issue be decided upon soon, so
that the Fall 1977 master
schedule could be written up.
Hence, when the vote was
nullified by the lack of a
quorum, Irene S. Palmer, dean
of the School of Nursing,
called the professors' depar
ture a "delaying tactic."
Several said that half the
Senate left merely because

class starts at 1:25 p.m.
Some senators were decid
edly pro-foreign language and
others didn't consider three
semesters necessary for all
students.
Easier scheduling is just a
secondary reason for changing
the language requirement from
two four-unit semesters to
three three-unit semester, said
Peterson. Primarily, he said,
the Arts and Science faculty
"feels it could do a better job
with three courses."
"One can learn his native
tongue better through
comparison with another
tongue," said Dennis M.
Clausen, Assistant Professor
of English.
Even more important than

that, said Gilbert L. Oddo,
Professor of Political Science,
foreign language enables one
to learn about another's
culture.
On the other hand, said the
Rev. William E. Elliott, dean
of the School of Education,
diversified majors already have
only six units of electives in a
124-unit program. Requiring a
nine-unit foreign language
competency would reduce the
electives to five units,
destroying one of the threeunit blocks.
Robert Infantino, adviser
for the diversified major, said
that special education majors
need to take 12 units in
addition to the diversified
major's 124. see p 5> coL 5
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Library given books
Canadian consular officials
recently presented 200 books
to the Copley Library on
behalf of the Canada Council.
The books are a cross-section
of contemporary Canadian
writing in the fields of
literature, poetry, economics,
politics and* business.-Half are
in English; half in French.
Donald Creighton's Can
ada: The Heroic Beginnings
was of special interest to
Library Director Marian
Holleman as he was her college
professor. Also of particular

Left to right: Dr. Gilbert Brown; Ms.
Kim Perkins, Public Information
officer, Canadian Consulate in Los

Angeles.; Dr. James Colthart,
Academic Relations officer, Canadian
Embassy, Washington, D.C.; Vice

Consul Harvey Mayne, Los Angeles.
John Trifiletti, Secretary of
Academics.

AS to sponsor USD fight song contest
The Associated Students
and the Dean of students are
sponsoring a Fight Song and
Alma Mater Competition
Contest open to all interested
students and faculty. The
purpose of this contest is to
draw attention to the fact that
USD doesn't have and never
has had a fight song and/or
alma mater to help cheer on
our teams to victory. The
added spirit of a fight song,
especially, would help boost
the morale of all teams and at
the same time boost the sadly

despondent school spirit which
has been apparent at past
football games and other
various athletic events.
Submission of lyrics is the
needed part of the contest.
Father Nick Raveles, a USD
alumni and part time teaching
professor of the Music
Department of USD next
fall, has willingly agreed to set
the best lyrics to music.
However, any talented
songwriter who would like to
submit accompanying music to
his/her lyrics may do so.

New lunch proposal adopted
The University cabinet
adopted a proposal to offer
classes during the lunch hour.
According to Dr. James
Hottois, Assistant Dean, the
main reason for the innovation
is merely to offer another time
block for the convenience of
students and faculty.
Three main provisions
underly the proposal: The new
time block will be established
for 12:20 p.m. on Monday,
Wednesdays and Friday's
only. Students will be
authorized to take either a

12:20 or a 1:25 class and not
both, since final examinations
for these time blocks will be
held simultaneously. Finally,
during the initial year of the
proposal, only sectioned
classes will be offered at the
12:20 block, so that no student
is forced to participate in the
lunch hour classes.
The Food Service Depart
ment has agreed to lengthen
the lunch period, and Father
Dolan will say an additional
Mass in order to accommodate
the student and faculty
involved in the new schedule.

The judging committee will
consist of four members who
are well qualified to judge the
lyrical contents in terms of
writing and musical talent and
religious content. These
members have yet to be
determined by the Pep Band
and School Song Committee.
The contest rules are as
follows:
1. The fight song and the
alma mater can be two
separate songs or may be
incorporated in one song.
2. The alma mater must be
two or more stanzas of
rhyming quality, consisting of
references to U.S.D. with
religious overtones in the
lyrics. The inclusion of
religious references is done in
order to stress the importance
of religion which affects the
USD community in their
daily lives.
3. The fight song must be
one or more stanzas long, of
rhyming quality, and may or
may not include religious
references.
4. A prize of $150, or $75
for the fight song and $75 for
the alma mater, is offered.
5. The deadline date for all
submissions is Monday, April
18, 1977. „
_
. _

Please see p. 5, col. 5

interest to Holleman "because
I am a Canadian" are Farley
Mowat's The Snow Walker,
Mike: The Memoirs of the Rt.
Hon. Lester B Pearson, 195768 edited by John A. Munro
and Alex Inglis, and Helen
McNamara and Jack Lomas'
The Big Bands Canadians
Danced To. Some of the bands
such as Guy Lombardo's came
to the States; some of the
bands such as Guy Lom
bardo's came to the States;
some of the bands went up to
Canada.

US© Wews iif Brief I
BOAT DANCE
Tomorrow is the day all you aquatic dancers have been waiting
for. USD's annual boat dance will be held tomorrow with dancers
boarding the boat at the intersection of Harbor Dr. and Broadway
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are available now in the AS office for $1.50 per
person.

FUN IN EL CAJON

USD will sponsor a "Fun Night" at Fletcher Hills miniature golf
course from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday. It will cost $1.00, with
everything else being free.

JUVENILE JUSTICE
On March 18th, the Political Science Club is honored to present
Supervisor James Hayes of Los Angeles, and Judge Peter Smith of
the Los Angeles Superior Court Juvenile Division. They will
present arguments on the effect of this newly passed bill AB 3121
which went into effect January 1, 1977.
This bill enables the courts to prosecute juveniles as adults for
serious crimes committed within the community. The Seminar will
take place at 10:00 in Solomon Lecture Hall. All faculty and
students are urged to attend.

CAL STATE SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINE
Students currently receiving a California State Scholarship will
be sent renewal applications for the State Scholarship this month
from the Student Aid Commission. You must reapply each year to
receive the State Scholarship. The deadline to submit your renewal
application is March 29. Failure to do so will result in your not
being awarded the State Scholarship this coming academic year
1977-78. Therefore, upon receipt of your renewal application for
the State Scholarship, please complete all forms and forward to the
Student Aid Commission as soon as possible.

CHEER AND SONG SQUADS TRY-OUTS
ATTENTION: All students returning to USD in fall 1977, are
invited to come try-out for the Cheer and Song Squad for Football
and Basketball Seasons during 1977-1978. There will be an
important meeting next week on Thursday, March 24, at 3:00 p.m.
in the Board Room located in the Student Union. This meeting will
be mandatory for all those wishing to try out. as Dractices will be
planned. Hope to see you there!

Please see p. 3, col. 4

Reader's Perspective
Campus Ministry
Dear Editor:
1 want to respond to Bob
Kashey's letter which was
printed in the March 10th issue
of the VISTA. I share Bob's
concern that Campus Ministry
be a viable, open and Christcentered vehicle for faith
expression at USD. In the
years I have been qt USD, I
have seen Campus Ministry
grow greatly in its ability to be
this vehicle for the students.
Campus Ministry has enriched
my life, and I feel that its
presence and witness have
enriched the entire campus.
I must point out, however,
that Bob did not really answer
the criticisms aimed at
Campus Ministry. Some say
that Campus Ministry truly
has an attitude of "openess."
This may be true, but in point
of fact many students see
Campus Ministry as an elite. I
submit this question: If
Campus Ministry truly has an
attitude of openess, then why
isn't it seen that way by many
students? In the effort to
improve Campus Ministry,
this question should be dealt
with instead of flatly denied.
Some students also say that
Campus Ministry is hung up
with religiousness. As Bob
said, it may be true that
Campus Ministry is not about
religion, but about a relation
ship with Christ. But again, I
must ask this question: If
Campus Ministry is about
relationship with Christ, then
why are many students
ignorant of this fact? To flatly
deny that what students see is
not what they see is no way to
answer the criticism.
It is also very laudable to
invite students to participate
with Campus Ministry. But if
students do not feel that it is an

Student is
Truman
nominee

Daniel K. Kelly, now attend
ing USD as a Political "Science
major, has been nominated as
a candidate for the 1977 Harry
S. Truman Scholarship from
California in recognition of
academic performance and
commitment to government
service.
A selection of the Truman
Scholar for each state will be
made by the Board of Trustees
of the HST Scholarship
Foundation on April 18, 1977
H.E. Whyte

David Clements
Editor-in-Chief
David K. Rankin
Assistant Editor
Mike Trent
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open organization, then the
invention falls on deaf ears.
I hope and pray that
Campus Ministry will continue
to grow as a strong witness at
USD. This can happen if
Campus Ministry listens to its
critics, and changes where it is
possible. Defensive denials do
not convince students that
Campus Ministry is truly
open. Often, critics can be an
organizations's chief asset —
especially when the drganization seeks to witness to Christ.
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Truly yours,
Paul E. Freter

Colette Sevier

Dear Editor:

What is this world coming
to? Why is it that a certain
woman presently attending
U.S.D., one who is usually
quite responsive and consid
erate, will not answer any
letter from her older brother
going to school in Montana?
This person of French
nationality promised just last
Christmas that she would
make a conscientious effort to
keep in touch this semester.
PROMISED!
Alas, however, while her
devoted brother has written
twice in the past two months,
no letters bearing her signature
have adorned my empty
mailbox.
Therefore, this letter is
public notice that definite and
decisive action is about to be
taken. Colette, you are hereby
disowned!
I am now taking applica
tions for a new favorite sister.
Person must be female and
must be willing to write twice a
month. Send a recent snap
shot with application. All
letters will be answered, and
selection of my new favorite
sister will be made by myself.
Anti-ERA person need not
apply.
Colette, only twelve letters
or a phone call will redeem
your coveted position in
my life.
Peace, love and efficiency,
Mark Sevier
1516Lyndale
Helena, Mt. 59601
406-442-6961

Editorial

Forward progress: an orderly
change of the guard
Listen! you hear the grating roar
Of pebbles which the waves draw
back and, fling,
At their return, up the high strand,
Begin, and cease, and then begin
again . . .
—Matthew Arnold—
"Dover Beach"

During the last several
weeks, perhaps unkown to
many students, an AS Review
Board has held meetings (since
finished) with the ostensible
purpose of examining some of
the failures and successes of
AS activities this past school
year. It was hoped that his
review board, whose members
were Tom Cosgrove, Charles
LiMandri and representatives
from each major AS organiza
tion, would serve to generate
positive criticism and some
constructive changes to pass
on to future administrations.
As a forum for the exchange of
ideas between some students
and various AS officers, the
Review Board was not a total
failure. Certainly, at the
present time, it would seem
like a viable concept that
might be useful to future AS
governments. What was
upsetting about those Review
Board meetings, however, was

Attention poets. The
VISTA is interested in
printing your poems. If you
would like to see your work
and your name in print
please come around to the
VISTA office in the stu
dent union.
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the attitude of
ot its members. It
would appear, in fact, that
many of those who serve in the
AS have little comprehension
of what the VISTA has been
saying to them in editorials
this past month.

In previous editions of the
VISTA, it was pointed out that
the need for student involve
ment in AS organizations is
great, and that many of these
organizations could experience
major setbacks or completely
disintegrate under the
pressures of the coming school
year. Using the VISTA as an
example, the fact was
discussed that unless enough
people were recruited and
trained this semester, it would
pose grave problems for next
year's Editor-in-Chief (should
there be one), for he would be
confronted with the task of
finding enough talented and
experienced people to fill the
other editorial positions. A
similar problem exists in the
yearbook and in some other
activities. As has been
mentioned in previous
editorials, there seems to be a
lack of incentive for many
students who might otherwise
become involved in AS
organizations. Unfortunately
the monetary and academic
incentives that might attract
qualified people are simply
not there.
Without the adequate
incentive to fill various AS
positions, the students of this
university face a future in
which they might not have
representatives to voice their
opinions concerning the larger
university community or to
allocate money for the campus
activities they enjoy. The
response to this rather bleak
prospect, not only by AS
officers but also by some
members of the faculty and
administration, was that "these
crises come and go, but
someone always comes out of
the woodwork at the last
minute." During the last
review board meeting, the
opinion was expressed by one
AS officer, concerning the
VISTA that perhaps "whoever
gets elected" in the upcoming

AS elections will have friends
knowledgeable in journalism
and anxious to be student
editors. (As an aside, it should
be mentioned that the VISTA
would greatly appreciate it if
all those people waiting in the
wings would show up at the
next staff meeting on Monday
at 12:15).
What is unfortunate is that
the persons who expressed the
above opinions were no doubt
to some extent right, even
though they had obviously
missed the whole point of the
discussion. The point was not
that someone somehow will
quite possibly turn up at the
last minute to rescue the
VISTA, but rather that this is
the worst possible mode of
operation for any government.
Having to start completely
anew, with a total revamping
of the staff every year or two,
is an incredibly wasteful way
to go about spending student
money. Anyone who can
compare recent issues of
VISTA or Alcala with those of
only a few years ago will
undoubtedly attest to the value
of an orderly changing of the
guard.
The various AS officers on
the review board and those
members of the administration
who control student activities
should realize the futility
inherent in government by
"crisis." The problem
confronting VISTA and other
organizations, is not a lack of
talent in the student body, but
rather a breakdown in the
legislative machinery that
might attract that talent and
put it to work. What is needed
now is action to provide
meaningful academic and
perhaps monetary incentives
to encourage students to
maintain a high level of
involvement, consistency and
experience in* campus organ
izations. Effective incentives
would provide a foundation
for progressive development of
campus organizations, at the
same time that it would avoid
the panic situations of the very
recent past.
—David E. Clements—
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Juvenile Justice Seminar
Judge Peter Smith of the
Los Angeles Superior Court
Juvenile Division will speak
here tomorrow at 10:00 a.m. in

Salomon Lecture Hall on
Juvenile Justice.
Smith who with Supervisor
James Hayes of L.A. was
actively involved with the
passage of AB 3121, which will
enable the courts to prosecute
juveniles as adults.

on the subject. Some of the
Political Science and Behav
ioral Science classes are
required to attend.

Smith and Hayes are here at
their own expense to talk on
this controversial issue of
juvenile justice. All students
are urged to attend the lecture
and contribute their opinions

function of the Senate so as to
prevent it from getting on with
its business."
A "substantive issue" (the
language requirement) was
discussed for the first time at
the March 8 meeting, he said.
see related article
on page one
When the issue of student
voting membership was
brought up, he said, "we just
discussed about how we
should go about discussing it."
"It was not as if we came
kicking and screaming to the
Senate," said Michael J.
Navin, associate dean for Law
School administration, but the
School "always had enjoyed a
relative autonomy in the past."
He also voiced concern over
"the way the Senate's
Constitution was imposed."
For ratification it needed only
a majority of the entire faculty,
as opposed to a majority
approval by each school's
faculty.
Navin personally sees the
Senate as "more a passive
body than as one looking for
things to do." He said the
faculty hasn't had the need yet
to use the Senate as an
expression of opinion.

Judge Peter S. Smith

Although the faculty's
expertise is teaching, said one
senator from the Law School,
the Arts and Sciences faculty
would like to gain jurisdiction
over the budget — something
they are not conversant with
— so that they can control
their own salaries.
As several Arts and Sciences
professors put it, "Our faculty
is the least paid. The Law
faculty has the most to lose,
considering its salaries are the
highest in the University."
The Law School had voted
overwhelmingly against the
University Senate, said Bert
Laserow, associate dean of the
Law School. It considered the
Constitution too vague; it did
not draw a distinct line
between which matters are of
university-wide concern. He
Please see p. 5, col. 1

Question: Can a skinny
black dude from the ghetto
make it?
Answer: Yes, in good times.
The obvious disadvantages
of a ghetto upbringing didn't
stop Jimmy Walker, who
started his acting career in
kindergarten. "I was cast as a
tree in a play about a boy and
his dog. It wasn't very easy
going however; when we did
Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs, we had to bus in Snow
White, he said.
Being hurled to national
fame has an overwhelming
effect on a person. "T.V. is a
powerful medium" related
Walker, "once on the Mike
Douglas show I mentioned
that I had never been out with
a stewardess or a Playboy
bunny. I received over two
hundred letters from other
guys who hadn't either."
Walker offered some
sketchy accounts of his Bronx
upbringing to a filled Camino

Theatre. An admitted high
school dropout, Walker said,
"after a test I usually ended up
owing points." Once, after
returning from one of those
ninth grade field trips to the
local institutions, he was asked
what he saw on his tour of the
jail. "The tenth grade."
About the ubiquitous
unemployment lines: "the
questions they ask you at the
unemployment office are silly.
Would you be wiling to accept
work out of your field of
endeavor? Work is out of my
field of endeavor!" To an old
black man: "Last job?"
"Slave." "Why did you leave?"
One of the world's great
lovers, Jimmy, belabored the
dating, ritual. A familiar scene:
you go to pick up your date at
her house and while she's
getting ready her parents
entertain your. "Would you
like to see some of Janet's baby
pictures? Here's the baby she
had in ninth grade . . ."
Asked about sex he joked,"

THE WIZARDRY OF WALL STREET
Like to make money? Have an exciting job! Here is an
opportunity to investigate the Stocks & Securities Industry. Gene
Osment, Financial Advisor, will be here to answer questions about
the securities profession. What the market is like — what is the
difference between a broker and an advisor — is it something you
would find value and satisfaction in playing.
Tuesday, March 29th — 10:00-2:00 — come in any time and talk.
Career/Life Planning Center, Serra Hall, Room 303.

USD ALUMNI SET TELETHON
A fund-raising Alumni Telethon will be held at the University of
San Diego the evenings of March 14 through 17 from 6-9 p.m.
Alumni and student volunteers will seek pledges to the USD Fund
from alumni in the San Diego area. Katie Stubbs Ridge ('72) is
Alumni Telethon Chairman and Ray Taylor ('78) is the Student
Alumni Association's Telethon Chairman. USD Alumni wishing to
volunteer their time as volunteers are asked to contact the Alumni
Office at 291-6480.

TOUR GUIDES NEEDED
The Admissions Office is in need of volunteers to give campus
tours on College Visiting Day, Saturday, April 23. On College
Visiting Day, prospective freshmen and their families have the
opportunity to familiarize themselves with the USD campus.
Anyone interested in helping with tours should sign up with
Maureen Phalen in the Admissions Office, room 280 of DeSales, or
contact Shawn Engelbert in room D-7 on Stuart Hall in Founders.
Beans and Franks will be provided for all volunteers.

AS Senate: meeting topics

The following is a list of topics
discussed at last weeks AS
Senate meeting.

USD ON POINT

The problem is still working
with the city because they see it
as being an advertising sign. It
is expected to cost $2000 at the
most, however, financing
is
not the immediate problem.

Jimmy Walker's dialogue rated fair
by Tony Ilacqua

ART EXHIBIT
The Fine Arts Department of the University of San Diego is
sponsoring an exhibit and sale of 600 original prints from the
collection of Ferdinand Roten Galleries, Baltimore, Maryland,
March 23, 11 a.m.-6 p.m. in the French Parlor. Founders Hall,
USD. Works of Picasso, Renoir, Hogarth, and contemporary
American artists will be exhibited.

MEDICAL PROOF SEMINAR

University Senate evaluated
by Teresa Konyn
"It's a zoo!"
What do you expect from a
bunch of lawyers, philoso
phers, chemists and what not?"
"It's a debating society.
We've been going to these
meetings for one year, and we
haven't accomplished a thing."
Several members of the oneyear-old USD Senate say that
is takes time to become
effective in dealing with
university related issues.
Others say there are
definite problems involved.
For one thing, they say, the
university-wide faculty body is
discussing business before it
even has adopted any by laws.
Secondly, it only meets for
about one hour a month.
Still others agree that the
problems are rooted deeper.
They admit there appears to be
a major conflict of interest
among the various Univerisity
schools — the College of Arts
and Sciences, the Law School
and the education, nursing and
business block. This, perhaps,
is delaying any decision on
what jurisdiction the Senate
has.
Now, said Patrick J. Hurley,
Assistant Professor of
Philosophy, "two members of
the Law School seem inter
ested in hamstringing the

News
Briefs .
continued from page 1

A "Medical Proof" seminar, co-sponsored by the University of
San Diego Law Institute and USD Law School Alumni, will be
held on Saturday, March 26, from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in More
Hall. Leo Gelfand, M.D., J.DF., adjunct professor at USD Law
School and an authority on this subject, will be the principal
speaker at the seminar. This program is open to the public. An
admission fee of $10.00 will be charged the public attending the
seminar. There will be no charge for USD students and faculty;
$7.50 for USD Law Alumni.
Dr. Gelfand, a graduate of Northwestern University Medical
School and Loyola University Law School, will be assisted by
attorneys from the Los Angeles area. Seminar participants will
discuss medical issues, procedures and techniques which continue
to grow in importance as medical malpractice, product liability and
other types of physical injury litigation expands.

Smith has served on the
Superior Court since 1972
after having been appointed to
the municipal Court of the
Alhambra Judicial District by
Gov. Ronald Reagan in 1967.
He is currently the head of the
Juvenile division and hears
cases involving juveniles
affected by the new bill.

Supervisor James Hayes
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"Masters and Johnson report
that 68% of all woman have
premarital sex. I need names!"
After some high energy
monologue and jesting with
the audience, Walker, perched
on a stool on the green shag
runway which jutted out into
the seats, fielded questions and
comments from the audience.
He took this opportunity to
espouse many liberal views on
sex, race and politics. The
question and answer period
dragged on, however; be
coming less entertaining and
more a personal revelation of a
black ghetto man who is still
trying to compensate for the
lack of self-esteem which was
his social heritage.
The evening ended with a
"dy-noo-mite" which was
somehow less convincing than
the opening monologue. The
fine rapport and apparent
honesty of Jimmy Walker
seemed to not quite compen
sate for the grade "B" material
Please see p. 7, col. 5

McCOY TYNER

Social

Tony Kampman, Concert
Director, reported the jazz
group, "McCoy Tyner" will
not be playing at USD in the
near future unless the AS
acquires financing to the tune
of $3500. They have a $4,500
bill and a $1,500 budget. Greg
Chambers, Social Chairman,
said, "we decided to hold off
because it's economically
unfeasible."

The Boat Dance will be held
tomorrow at 7:30. Also, there
will be a USD student "Fun
Night" at Fletcher Hills
miniature golf course .from
8 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday.
It will cost $1.00 and
everything will be free.

Rob Kahane, Inter-club
Council Chairman, reported
that people are still needed to
sell tickets for the Kathy
Crosby Golf Tournament on
March 17. (Too late now.)

• PREPARE FOP

Golf Tournament

Meeting for Senators

Aileen Foley, Junior
Senator, proposed the idea for
all the Senators, excluding
other representatives, to
conduct their own private
meetings, similar to the
Executive Board, on Tuesdays.
"The reason," she said, "is to
organize ourselves better and
have a decision on what
compiles the AS Senate
agenda."

Jimmy Walker
It was reported that the
Jimmy Walker special cost
between $2200 adn $2500.
People under sixteen were not
admitted because Jimmy
Walker's office think younger
people are restless and inclined
to disturb his act.
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Comment

Neighbor's welfare I s m a r r i a g e v i a b l e t o d a y ?
our responsibility
by Monica Gorman
A recent radio editorial
entitled "Am I My Brother's
Keeper?" spoke of man's
responsibility to his neighbor.
The commentator believed
that our responsibility is
dependent on the conditions of
the situation. In defense of his
stand, he cited an incident
which occurred in downtown
San Diego.
We hear of cases where a
person is being mugged or
violently attacked on a
sidewalk. Although many
people may be witnesses,
oftentimes no one comes to the
aid of the victim. But the
commentator pointed out an
extraordinary case in which a
San Diego man intervened to
defend another from a
senseless attack by a man with
a knife. This heroic man was
stabbed to death in his endeavor.
In the opinion of the
commentator, the remarkable
courage of this man had
brought an unnecessary end to
his life. He suggested that
nobody should be expected to
help others at the risk of his
own safety. He ended his
editorial by saying, "Am I my

The Rankin File

brother's keeper? I'd have to
say no."
How dreadful it would be to
live in a world where every
man believed as he does. It is
tragic that the sidewalk
skirmish resulted in death. Yet
the nobility of that man's
action is a lesson to all. That
he would be willing to risk his
life for love of a fellow man is
highly honorable. Christ said,
"Greater love than this has no
man, that he would give up his
life for his friend."
The "look out for number
one" attitude which is so
prevalent today is the epitome
of selfishness. A man cannot
live totally for himself and
expect to find happiness. Our
lives are intertwined around
the lives of others. John
Donne, an English poet,
wrote, "No man is an island,
entire of itself; every man is a
piece of the continent, a part of
the main."
To be altruistic involves
great personal sacrifices. But
each loss of selfishness is a gain
for grace and happiness in the
world. Am I my brother's
keeper? I'd definitely say yes.

This week's question was
prompted by the Jimmy
Walker speech last Thursday
night in which he said
marriage was not a viable
institution in today's society.
The question asked students
for this column was "Do you
think marriage is a viable, or
workable, institution in
today's society?"

going to have children.

"I think marriage can work
out as long as both parties are
striving for a central goal,
working together and not
pulling each other apart.
That's where you have a lot of
divorces, where one party
wants to do this and the other
party wants to do that. Then
istead of saying 'let's come to

Nancy Kay
"It all depends on the
individual, because some
people need that security to be
married and to have a family.
On the other hand other

people are more independent
and they can live with
somebody and get that same
security without having to be
married. I feel that the only
reason to marry is if you're

Tommy Cypress II

Kathleen Gorman
"I think marriage is a very
workable thing. Much of the
problem today is that people
don't take enough precautions
before they're married to make
sure it's the right person. And
if they are married they don't
want to make enough sacri
fices. People are selfish
nowadays and they just don't
want to try. One of the
partners says 'Oh forget it,'
and takes the easy way out. But
if two people really honestly
make an effort to try and keep
their marriage together and try
to change somewhat for the
benefit of the other person,
and if it can be a compromise,
then I think marriage can
work."

the middle and compromise,'
they're too strongheaded to do
it so they keep on pulling
aprart. But if you've got a
marriage where you're
working with your partner
then you can get something
out of it."

An open letter to Jimmy Walker

Dear Jimmy Walker,
In the question and answer
period of your show last week
you said some things about
marriage that seemed to show

a very basic misunderstanding
of what marriage is all about.
You said that marriage is no
longer a "viable" institution,
and that people can't be

SPEED READING
AND

STUDY SKILLS
Classes on Campus

After comparing us with other programs,
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
CONCLUDED: "The resultsof our study were
unequivocal. The INSTITUTE OF READING
DEVELOPMENT has been selected as being the
BEST and MOST EFFECTIVE.
"Their program for Speed Reading Study Skills,
and Comprehension training is specifically
designed to train students in DIFFICULT
ACADEMIC MATERIAL."
IF YOU are interested in a challenging and
tremendously effect SPEED READING course,
see our Campus Rep in Serra Hall
Info Booth or call 295-1055

USD STUDENT DISCOUNT

expected to live together
faithfully for their entire lives
because each member will
grow in different directions
during their relationship.
Marriage is no less "viable"
today than in the past. The
problem with marriage today
is that people have lost the
conception of what marriage is
all about. The essential
element necessary in a
marriage is commitment. Each
person commits himself, or
herself, totally to the other. A
love relationship of this type is
"not 60-40, nor is it your ideal
percentage of 50-50. Rather, it
is 100 percent both ways. Each
person gives up his or her own
identity to the other and
through this total mutual
sharing receives his, or her
identity back from the other.
In this way a couple can't help
but grow together.
You also quoted divorce
statistics which show that two
out of three marriages end in
divorce. While these statistics
are disturbing, they do not
prove that marriage is no
longer a "viable" institution.
These statistics are in fact
misleading as they inlcude all
the people who marry and
remarry ad infinitum, thereby
inflating the divorce statistics.
Another reason that you
gave for the "unviability" of
marriage was that there are so
many people around now in
comparison to when marriage

was invented, which you said
was about 2,000 years ago,
that it is impossible not to fall
in love with someone besides
ones spouse.
Mtiriel Anderson
Come now, Mr. Walker, you
don't really believe that do
you? For one thing marriage
was not invented 2,000 years
ago, it is much older than that.
Secondly, what difference does
it make how many people
there are in the world? A
greater variety of potential
spouses does not make fidelity
more difficult, deterioration of
the value of commitment
makes fidelity more difficult.
By your logic smaller groups
of individuals should have
more faithful relationships
than our large society. Yet, the
Eskimos who live together in
small groups share their
women and the Tasaday tribe,
another small group, has
monogamy as its ideal even
though the men outnumber the
women. Clearly then numbers
are irrelevant.
I can't deny that marriage is
having troubles in our society,
the divorce statistics, though
misleading, and the response
to your statements in your
speech show that attitudes
toward marriage are changing
somewhat. Marriage will
survive the throes it is going
though, but only if commit
ment is put back into the
institution.

"Marriage is a viable
institution when you have two
mature partners."
Please see p. 5, col. 4

Penance
explained
by Bob Clover
Confession. Everyone
knows that's when you go in a
little dark box and tell the
priests your sins, right?
WRONG! Believe it or not the
rite of Penance (not called
Confession anymore) has
taken on a whole new outlook
in the Catholic Church. No
longer is the penitent forced
into a "box of shame" and
magically emerges "forgiven."
Rather, the new rite of
Penance emphasizes a spirit of
reconciliation. We all know
that we are sinners (everyone
fromt he little old lady to the
priest himself) and in this
sacrament we acknowledge
our sins, but approach it with
an attitude to repent by change
of heart.
What does all this really
mean for the USD student
who attends the Penance
Please see p. 5, col. 3
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University Senate . . .

continued from p. 3

cited the success of a
committee established several
years ago to revise the
retirement system.
However, Dean James M.
Burns, School of Business
Administration, said, "We
need to cooperate with the
College." When the constitu
tion was drafted, he said, the
Business School just wanted to
get "a god deal more control"
get "a good deal more control"
over its own curriculum and
rank, reappointment and
tenure than it had at the time
of the old Senate.
In the old Senate, he
explained, the College had
about 10 times as many
representatives as the School.
Today the College has 12
senators and the School
has three.
The former Senate was
comprised of the College and
the schools of business and
education, said Sister Sally
Furay, provost. The schools of
law and nursing each had their
own faculty assembly.
Whenever disagreements
arose between the three faculty
bodies, said Author E.
Hughes, USD President, "I
was supposed to mediate."
Hence, in November 1974,
Hughes created a committee t
design and propose a consti
tution for a university-wide
senate, which would provide a
single faculty voice on all
matters pertaining to academic
and faculty affairs.
In December 1975 the
faculty approved the proposed
constitution 106 to 22. Sister

Furay said 85 per cent of the
faculty voted.
"We put all the ballots in
one pile so that we'd never
know how each school voted,"
said Darrell D. Bratton,
Senate chairman.
The Senate held its first
meeting three months later, at
which time an ad hoc
committee on committees and
another on jurisdiction were
set up, he said.
The former has suggested
four permanent committees on
undergraduate general
education requirements,
grievances, budget and
jurisdiction, but that report
hasn't been discussed yet, said
Bratton.
A third ad hoc committee on
administrative bylaws was
established later.
Bratton said President
Hughes has given his approval
to the Senate. Although he has
the untimate authority of
approval on the constitution
and its amendments, the Board
of Trustees also has given the
Senate a tentative approval,
effictive until its bylaws are
established.
But Bratton is "afraid that
we're going to be through this
year without finishing our
bylaws."
Grimmer yet, Hurley said,
"There are no real indicators
suggesting a set of bylaws by
June 1978."
Another senator said that,
because of all the parliamen
tary procedures involved,
"many of us are even thinking
of quitting the Senate."
"There have been meetings
which I was genuinely

embarrassed to play a role in,"
added Hurley, "embarrassed
that adults participate in such
nonsense."
The Rev. Willima E. Elliott,
dean of the School of
Education, is more optimistic.
He sees the Senate as gradually
defining its own jurisiction.
"In the beginning a few of
the senators wanted to assume
responsibility over everything.
But the Senate has turned a
corner on its own thinking.
There is the general feeling
that it is to reflect on academic
matters and other concerns
directly related to the faculty."
Father Elliott cited the 14 to
9 vote against .student voting
representation as proof of the
Senate's own restriction of its
jurisdiction.
Burns views the Senate in an
evolving state. "I think it will
involve, once it is comfortable
with its jurisdiction, to include
student voting participation."
Right now, he said, the
Senate is probably trying to
remain as small as possible. He
doesn't think that it would
mind students on the curricu
lum committee, but he
reminded that, traditionally,
only a select group of faculty
members has been chosen for
the committee on rank,
reappointment and tenure.
USD "has evolved" with
separate representative boides
separate representative bodies
for the administration, faculty,
staff and students, said
Hughes.
Although originally intend
ing the Senate to be a faculty
organization, he said, "If there
is interest in a university-wide
body, I'd be willing to have it.
But I frankly don't think there
is that interest.
Hughes said that if the
Senate remains a faculty group
its jurisdiction would nclude
academic affairs and faculty
welfare — salaries, benefits
and rank. Also, he said, "We
are all concerned with student
welfare.
Hughes understands that
representative government
takes time to organize." I have
confidence in the Senate," he
said.

Penance . . .

Working Nurses Need Scholarships!
Your ticket to the Kathryn
Crosby I Honda Civic Golf Tournament
is their ticket to education!

March 22-27 at Whispering Palms
Country Club, Rancho Santa Fe. See
the stars! Tickets available now at
USD's cashier window.

continued from p. 4
Service this Tuesday night? It
means that each student who
wishes to receive the sacrament
approaches the priest in the
open chapel at Founder's (no
dark closets anymore). As the
priest receives the penitent he
listens to the person's sins and
areas the person wants to
improve his/her relationship
with God and people. In giving
absolution the priest is no
longer merely uttering words,
but quite symbolically places
both his hands on the person's
head as a gesture of Christ's
forgiveness and the newness of
heart the person has received.
Tuesday March 22nd, Fr.
Larry Dolan, USD Chaplain,
will be one of several priests
celebrating the sacrament of
Penance with the USD
community. The service will
begin at 7:30 PM in Founder's
Chapel, and will provide a
great Lenten opportunity for
everyone. The new rite of
Reconciliation is something to
be joyful about, and it no
longer carries a "you're
doomed to die, sinner" mentality.

The University is asking tor
student input to help make out
the intersession schedule of
classes. Students are asked to

take time out and fill out the
form below to aid the
administration in choosing a
curriculum.

PLEASE RETURN TO FOUNDERS HALL 108 prior to April 1,1977
I am:

•

day student

day student
male
freshman
junior
major

•
•
•
•

evening student
female
sophomore
senior
graduate

•
•
•
•
•

I would like to see the following course offered in January 1978
during the Intersession: (only one)

Question of the Week
continued from p. 4
Jerry Eisel
"I think marriage is a viable
institution because it forces
you to make a commitment
and that's probably what life is
all about: doing what you want
to do but making choices and
marriage is one of those
choices. Once you've made the
commitment you should work
hard as you can to keep that
commitment. In a society filled
with so many changing things I
think the one thing that should
be standardized, and which is
enjoyable in so many respects,
is marriage. It gives you a
certain sense of sharing that is
so hard to come by in other areas."

5 A
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Greg Chambers
"I think marriage is a viable
institution but not necessarily
for most people. I think for
the people who are willing to
put in the time and the effort it
will work out fine, for the
people who are not willing to
put in the time or the effort, I
would strongly suggest they
don't get married. They could
live together or whatever they
want to do, because otherwise
it would just end up as
problems for them and for
everyone all around."

Language
requirements
continued from p. 1
The junior transfer students
usually have to take more than
these 136 units, said Infantino.
"They're the most dis
gruntled."
But, said Peterson, "the
requirements in this major are
very broad and much less
restrictive than, say a Biology
major's."
Father Elliott, in turn, said
that certain areas of the
program, English for example,
were "highly specified."
If the students didn't need to
take the extra language
courses, he said, they could
elect to take more art, music or
physical education, all of
which are useful to the
elementary and high school
teacher.
Bert Laserow, professor of
Law, suggested a three
semester GE language requirement with a 3-3-2 unit
sequence, but it was not acted
on.
Traditionally, said Peterson,
students already attending the
University at a time of change
in GE requirements can either
opt the new program or
continue the old.

Fight song

continued from p. 1
Any questions concerning
the contest may be directed to
Micki Furr or any other
member of the Pep Band and
School Song Committee
through the Associated
Students Office.
Submissions may be turned
into the Associated Students
office or Dean of Students
office.

| CLASSIFIEDS |
JOBS
WANTED: STUDENT for super
part-time job. Sales experience
helpful. Please call Mr. Ashton at
463-4228 Mon-Fri 9am-12 noon.

SERVICES OFFERED

As always the answers given
were spontaneous and verbal.
All the answers are subject to
editing without changing the
content of the opinions
expressed.
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept.339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 02110

TYPING SERVICES available.
Call 270-0242 before 5pm or 4542538 after 5pm.

"US GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
DIRECTORY" How and where to
'buy thousands of articles at a
fraction of original cost including:
Jeeps, Motorcycles, Scooters,
Aircraft, Boats, Musical Instru
ments, Calculators, Typewriters,
Clothing, etc.
Send $1.50 to Marks Color Labs,
Box 570, Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542

FOR SALE
'74 VOLVO Station Wagon
Rack/Air/Radio/Radials Blue
Book $4500 Sacrifice for $4100.
459-3586
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AS Government caught picking noses again
To many who have had extensive contact with the AS government this past year,
the Faculty's demoralizing 22-8 victory in the 4th annual Grudge Match came as no
surprise.
"Quite Frankly," stated one student observor, "The Student Government team was
caught picking their noses again. One can pick his nose during a student senate
meeting, and no one would know the difference, since everyone else is doing it too.
But you simply can't make a relay to home plate or complete a double play pivot or
successfully execute the hit and run with one finger up your nose. Though you have to
admit that they have perfected that nose picking routine."
Another student fan saw it differently: "The problem is that the Dean of Students
Office wouldn't allow beer on the playing field. Everyone knows that student senators
can't do anything unless they're swizzled. It simply wasn't fair of Dean Burke to
handicap the student team this way."
Amidst the controversy, however, one fact became abundantly clear — the Faculty
Team was clearly the superior force in this Grudge Match. Leading 8-6 after 7 innings
of play, the Faculty Team exploded for 13 additional runs in the top of the 8th inning.
Leading the onslaught was a group from Campus Security and University
Maintanence.
"Clearly," one prominent administrator noted, "Our budgetary priorities are out of
order. As anyone can see, the real talent in this university lies not with the faculty, but

rather with the groundskeepers and custodians. On the basis of their performance in
this last Grudge Match, they can all expect substantial pay increases next year."
President Hughes, who managed to avoid all four Grudge Matches so far by
scheduling other activities far in advance, could only lament: "I'm embarrassed, but
what can I do about it. After all, I did have an appointment to catch sand crabs in
LaJolla and sell them to raise money for the School of Nursing."
But the real story of the game was the remarkable ineffectiveness of the Student
Government team.
As President Charles LiMandri, 0 for 4 at the plate and attributed with 3 errors by
the official scorekeeper, was found by our enterprising VISTA reporter crying over a
postgame beer at Billy's Back Door. Looking at the ceiling with raised arms and tear
stained cheeks, he could only mutter: "My dynasty. My kingdom. Oh that my reign
should end and this too, too noble soul should be brought to such an ignominious
end. Bung me a dagger. I must perish like Roland amidst the ruins of my
administration."
To which Ford Silsby replied: "Knock it off, Chuck! There's no one here but you
and me. Don't carry on like a wet noodle."
And LiMandri: "Nuts. Well keep an eye on the door and let me know when
someone comes in. I want to go out as dramatically as possible. God how I want it to
be dramatic."

As team demonstrates teamwork as they all go for the same ball.

Tom Cosgrave at bat.

Faculty member comes in safe as "Tito' Fuentes awaits the ball.

Photos

Strike three!

Andrew Cravitz

Jackson Muecke leads charge to Billy's Back Door for post-game refreshments.

The assembled might of USD leadership assembles in light-hearted comeraderie before going to battle.
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USD to host tough Cal-Poly
Tuesdays regularly scheduled
game with USD (9-5) traveling
to UC San Diego was
rescheduled for yesterday
afternoon (Mar. 16) at 2:30 in
the USD baseball stadium. On
Saturday USD resumes
NCAA Division II play by
hosting one of the best teams
on the west coast,Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo (18-6) in a doubleheader which begins at 12
noon in the USD baseball
stadium.
USD and Cal Poly (SLO)
have met three times this year,
with Cal Poly holding a 2-1
series edge. The Toreros won

the first game 2-0 on a seven
hit shutout by Bill Armstrong
(5-0), who will throw one game
Saturday. San Luis took the
other two games 2-1 and 6-5.
Dan Flanagan (2-0) has given
up one run in 22 innings
against SLO in his career and
will throw the second game.
San Luis Obispo's team
relies on a heavy hitting attack,
as their .335 team batting
average would attest. Catcher
Gary Wilburn leads all
Mustang hitters with a .465
average. Outfielders Paul
Desjarlais (.313, 22 RBI's),
Tom Mosich (.349), and Tom

Beyers (.368) all start.
Infielders Dan Gans (IB, .346,
21 RBI's), Eric Peterson (2B,
.369), and Ozzie Smith (SS,
.366, 20 SB's) have haunted the
opposition this season.
USD has been hitting well as
a team also, rolling along at a
.292 team batting average.
Thirdbaseman Hank Ashworth
tops all Toreros hitters with a
.356 average and a team
leading 14 RBI's. Bill Heberle
who plays leftfield is hitting
.347 and has 10 stolen bases.
Dave Buchanan (RF, .316),
Casey Clark (SS, .308), and
Mike Saverino (IB, .303) all
are batting over .300.

PITCHING
NAME

G

GS

GC

w

L

S

.PCT

FLANAGAN
NALLEY
RONAN
ARMSTRONG
BELL
DEAVER

3
4
4
5
5
5

3
0
3
5
1
2

1
0
0
4
0
0

2
0
0
5
1
1

0
1
1
0
1
2

0
1
1
0
0
0

1.000
.000
.000
1.000
.500
.333
Pictured is Torero Shortstop Casey Clark, who is currently hitting at a .308 clip.

Women's B-Ball
Captures Victory
BASEBALL PLAYER
OF THE WEEK

Daryl Dunn, a senior outfielder, was
4-for-10 last week with 5 RBI's.

The University of San Diego
women's basketball team is
currently playing in its first
year ever at this school.
Coached by Melinda Blake,
the girls have compiled a 1-2
record to date. Eleven girls are
on the team, which practices in
the afternoons in the USD
gym.
In the historical first-ever
women's game, USD could not
shake the early season jitters in
losing to Southwestern
College, 103-21. Janie
Geldermann had the hot hand
for the Toreros pouring in 12
points. Laura Grimm had two,
Candi Sullivan had three, and
Annette Liberatore chipped
in two.
Improving their defense in
the second game, USD was
still not able to put enough
points on the scoreboard to
beat a tough Point Loma
team. Point Loma outscored
USD, 58-28, but the Toreros
had shown a definite improve
ment.
Sullivan led USD with seven
points in that contest, followed
by Cathy World with five
points. Meredith Conaghan
and Libertore had four points
each; Marilyn Rasmussen,
Aileen Foley, Geldermann,
and Grimm each had two.

On February 25, Torero
fans were celebrating the first
victory of the season for the
women. They trounced San
Diego City College, 33-17.
Grimm scorched the nets for
ten points in the victory.
World followed with seven,
Geldermann with sex, Sullivan
with five, Katie Ridell with
four, and Conaghan with one
point. Players not scoring
were: Liberatore, Foley,
Rasmussen, Terry de la Torre,
and Marie Smith.
Geldermann is currently
leading the team with a 6.6 ppg
average. Sullivan is close
behind with a 5 ppg average,
and Laura Grimm is third with
4.7 ppg.
The Toreros are looking to
even their record at 2-2 this
Friday when they have a
rematch with San Diego City
College. The site has not been
determined.

ABORTION?
CHOOSE
LIFE! San Diego PROLIFE League. Phone 583LIFE (5433). Free Counsel
ing, Speakers, Study Room.

Europe Israel Africa
Student charter flights year
round. ISAC 1609 Westwood Blvd. No. 103, L.A.
Calif. 90024. (213)826-5669,
826-0955.

J.J. Walker
continued from page 3
and lack of coherent program.
I couldn't help but be
reminded of Lenny Bruce as
Walker sat in the naked
spotlight surrounded by
people by feeling sadly
remote.
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Bowling Tourney
Champs Crowned

ZtowM

The First Annual USD World Bowling Tournament was held in
the wee morning hours of Sunday (Saturday night) at the
Clairemont Bowl. There were 14 spirited teams vying for the
crown with John Seymour's Fearsome Foursome the top seed. But
when the smoke had cleared, the Four Bailers, a law student team
consisting of Mark (Muscles) Speck, Chris (Bubbles) Mertz, D.B.
(King) Rogalski, and Linda (Head Pin) Freedman, stood alone at
the top with a 3 game total of 1538, and claiming the glory and
praise that world champions deserve.

RECREATION

CORNER
In this issue:
— Tons of Snow in Aspen for
Ski Trip
— Aerobic Dance Class for
Women to Begin
— Women's Soccer Booming
— Games on Sat.
Aspen, along with most of
Colorado, has finally been
blessed with several feet of
snow. So don't let fears of
cancellation keep you from
signing up for the trip.
Without a doubt, this trip
promises to be USD's best ever
with 31 chairlifts, 200 runs,
and 300 miles of well-groomed
slopes to choose from. The trip
includes:
— Five nights lodging at the
Wildwood, located within
skiing distance to and from the
Village Lift and Fanny Hill
Run in Snowmass.
— S k i five days with an

Pictured is the world uphill champion
Jean-Claude Hopper, getting his (skis)
together for the upcoming USD
Aspen, Colorado trip at Easter.
"Uphill racing's a bitch," says
Hopper. Mr. Hopper is a man of rare
intelligence: it's rare when he shows
NOTICE: JACKSON MUECKE
ANNOUNCED TODAY THE
FIRST MEETING OF THE
APATHETIC CLUB. HE DOES
NOT CARE WHERE OR WHEN
THEY WILL MEET, OR IF THEY
EVER MEET AT ALL.

interchangeable pass valid on
Ajax, Snowmass, Buttermilk,
and Aspen Highlands.
— Round trip transportation
from the campus and return.
Refreshments will be provided
enroute to Snowmass.
— Activities will include a
Welcome Party, cocktail
party, an on-the-mountain
picnic, and an on-themountain wine and cheese
party.
— Continental breakfast free
each morning before skiing.
— Price $179.40 per person,
quad occupancy.
You must leave a deposit by
the end of this week (Mar. 18)
to reserve your space on the
trip.
For more information, call
Jackson during the day at
291-6480, ext. 357.

VOLLEYBALL ACTION
BEGINS
Mutiny on the Volleyball
Court - Captains Kids (the
guys) left Captain Terry
Riperre defenseless against the
God Squad, but Terry bravely
went down fighting. Hereafter
all games scheduled against
Captains Kids are cancelled.
Alphy's Lambs and the
Volley bailers both scared each
other off and will be forced to
play with wet crackers in their
socks next Sunday. Benny's
Stoners won the match of the
night against the All Most
Gang. They all most won a
game but failed to get to the
point!
SOFTBALL TEAMS
PREPARE FOR PLAYOFFS

Trip dates:
leave April 2, 7:00 pm
return April 9, 4:00 pm
SIGN UP NOW!!!!!
Aerobic Dance classes will
soon be offered for all women
faculty and students. A free
demonstration class will be
held in the
— ROSE ROOM—
Mon. March 21
6 pm
For more information, contact
Faye at 295-3638.
Women's soccer is "booming!"
Forty girls have signed up and
many are working out with the
men's team on Saturday
mornings in the football
stadium at 9 am. Be there if
you are interested.

The softball season ended
Friday with the Softballers
and the Eunuchs finishing on
top of their respective leagues.
Since the season was a short
one, all the teams will be
admitted to the playoff
tournament to determine the
Spring Softball Champs. The
tournament will be held Friday
and Saturday, March 25 & 26.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3

FINAL STANDINGS
AMERICAN
Softballers
4-0
Stags
3-1
Mission Bay Bombers 2-1
Schuylkill Express
2-1
Slamm
NATIONAL
Eunuchs
4-0
Expansion Team
3-1
Conspiracy
2-1

Pictured above are the 4 Bailers, USD World Bowling Champs, determined this past
Sunday morning at Clairemont Bowl. Left to right: D.B. (King) Rogalski, Linda
(Head Pin) Freedman, Mark (Muscles) Speck, and Chris (Bubbles) Mertz.

This Wednesday, March 23, at 1:00 PM there will be a meeting
in the Intramural Office for team "reps" to determine the
feasibility of a Spring Coed Softball Tourney - this meeting is
essential as to whether such a tourney will be held - so MAKE
SURE some representatives show up.

4. New Team
5. Sack's 5th Avenue
6. Bert's Brew
7. Ruben & The Jets
BASKETBALL
A League
1. Champs
2. Fat Slow
3. Pirates
4. Rolling Machine
5. Wet Rainbow
6. Hell Razors
7. K.C. Express
8. Nazgul
9. Cherry Pickers
10. Schuylkill Express
B League
1. Sweat Socks
2. Last Chance

6-0
6-0
5-1
3-3
3-3
2-4
2-4
2-4
1-5
0-6
6-1
6-1

3. TKE's
5-2
4. Reducing Agents
3-4
1-6
5. Enforcers
0-7
6. God Squad
Sunday-Wednesday League
A League
6-0
1. All-Stars
6-1
2. Equal Protection
4-3
3. Home Boys
4-3
4. Hustlers
2-5
5. Social Disease
1-6
6. Lagsnaf
1-6
7. Burritto Bros.
B League
1. Hot Staff
2. Eunuchs
3. Bullies
4. Firing Squad
5. Cosmic Cowboys
6. Semper Uno
7. Bellies II
8. Bruins

Volleyball Team Loses in Tijuana Tourney

7-1
6-2
4-4
4-4
4-4
3-5
2-6
2-6

••

The women's volleyball
team's excursion into Mexico
this past weekend produced
some of the most exciting
volleyball action of the year,
but not a win.
Playing the featured match
of an all-day tournament at the
Tijuana Municipal Auditorium
before some 300 partisan fans,
the USD spikers fell to a firedup Mexican team, the same
team they had defeated only
two weeks previous.

Hitters Amanda Boroquez,
a member of her country's
Olympic team, and Monica
Cuena, led the Mexicans to a 3
game victory, winning 16-4,
15-4, 15-6.
The First game of the match
proved to be a showcase for
the talents of both teams. USD
coach John Martin called the
opening game action, "women
of the most exciting and wellplayed volleyball I've seen in

years. The ladies played some
remarkable defense and both
teams turned in truly crowdpleasing performances." The
entire USD team played solid
defense, with each woman
pulling off at least one super
play.

the Torero offense reflected
the situation. Becky Carnes,
Admundson, Chris White and
Lisa Roach hit effectively on
occasion, but the Torero's
usually consistant offense
dissolved after the opening
game.

the Mexicans blocking well
and the Toreros' sudden lack
of intensity, the USD women
were unable to keep pace with
the charged-up Mexicans and
dropped the second and third
games.

Again USD played at less
than full strength. Although
Suzie Amundson returned to
the line up, Marsha Klee and
Joani Klein were absent. And

After the fireworks of
game one, USD appeared to
be emotionally drained and
simply could not get untracked
in the next two games. With

USD faces further inter
national competition when
they travel to Tecate next
Sunday and then Ensenada in
mid-April.

